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Holding a driver's license

Eden Abaev

Skills
 Figm

 Photosho

 Illustrato

 InDesig

 After Effect

 Premier

 Adobe X

 Editor 

 Construc

 Metaspark studio

Languages
 Hebre

 Englis

 Russian

Military

Diagnoses of human behavioral

Land arm service in the "ATAL" unit. 
working closely with psychologists

And organizational consultants.



The position included participation 
in formulations, conducting 
assessment centers, cross-sectional 
calls, conducting surveys, 
observations, working with senior 
officers and checking their 
suitability for the position.

2015-2017


Im Eden. Motivated and detail-oriented UI/UX and branding 
designer, with a strong passion for creating visually appealing and 
user-friendly designs. Im in my final stages of completing a 
Bachelor's Degree in Visual Communication Design. 

Work experience

Education

Interests

I have been contributing to various design projects including 
Branding design, Social media campaigns, Exhibition designs, Motion 
graphics, and concept design. I focused on creative and innovative 
solutions, and have consistently delivered successful projects and 
helped to elevate the company's design standards.

2022- present | Ravin AI

Competitive intern program where I gained hands-on experience in 
Graphic design, Branding, UI/UX design, content writing and coding. 
I utilized these skills to build and refine my portfolio, showcasing my 
ability to create visually appealing and user-friendly designs.

2022 | WIX Playground Academy

Responsibility for designing and creating Branding materials for 
various clients, including UI/UX designs, Videos, Social media 
Designs , banners, logos, and motion graphics.

2020- 2021 | Hasnhe - Branding & Marketing Company 

Managing and designing the store, ensuring customer satisfaction 
through the creation of tailored designs. I Worked on photoshop,  
Indesign and Illustrator on a daily basis. 

2020 | Print ”kaze ani roze"

2019- 2023 | Minshar school of art & design

B.A student for visual communication Design degree

2017- 2019 | Studio 6B

Pre- academic visual communication design studies

cooking Photography Illustration Traveling

My Portfolio : https://www.edenabaev.com/
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